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Brands want to capture 
consumers’ attention, but 
there’s one thing they want 
more:

THEIR LOYALTY
In a world where competitors are simply a click away, 
customer loyalty is more important than ever. If you 
want your customers to be loyal, you can’t treat them 
like everyone else. Doing more for your customers in 
2018 will help your loyalty program do more for your 
bottom line.

Let’s explore what you can do to get more out of your 
loyalty program this year. 
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1. THINK BEYOND
    PRODUCTS & PURCHASES

Today’s consumers no longer want to simply purchase a product – they want to purchase 
an experience. 

The strongest brands are those that think holistically about the experience they offer – 
from the emotional effect they have on the consumer to the sense of social identity they 
create among customers. 

Brands can no longer simply communicate. They must connect. 

Creating the optimal brand experience will help engage customers, retain them and keep 
them happy. Today more retailers are reaching beyond traditional points-based loyalty 
programs to strengthen brand affinity and engage their customers with experiences that 
keep them coming back. Don’t get caught in the trap of developing loyalty program 
strategies that are narrowly focused on what products your customers buy and how 
often. Think about the story you are telling…and the story your customers will tell about 
you.

By this year, over 50% of organizations 
will implement strong efforts to improve 

customer experience.
-Gartner

of buying experiences are based 
on how the customer feels they 

are being treated. 
-McKinsey

70% 2018
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VIEW LOYALTY AS A 
TWO WAY STREET

2. 

You are asking your customers to be loyal to you, but 
there is another factor to consider: 

What are you doing to be loyal to them? 

Great customer service is the simple answer to this 
question.

Another answer is to make sure you recognize them as 
individuals beyond just a collective customer base. When 
customers feel valued in a personal way, the experience 
shifts their perception and they become advocates for 
your brand.

brands to show how loyal they 
are to them, but...

73% 
of consumers say 
loyalty programs 
should be a way for

66% 
of marketing 
executives say the 
programs should be a

way for consumers to show how 
loyal they are to their business.

 
Source: KiteWheel
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3. HYPER-PERSONALIZE
COMMUNICATIONS

If we know so much about our customers, 
why do we speak to them as if we don’t? 

Being relevant to your customers is a meaningful 
way to create loyalty. Providing personalized 
communication tailored to an individual’s specific 
needs and interests has already become the 
expectation. Hyper-personalization takes this a step 
further.

Marketers focused on hyper-personalization are 
deliberately abandoning broad reach marketing 
messages and tactics and creating a myriad of 
campaigns for multiple groups of people.

By using predictive technology and data, brands can 
gain a deeper understanding of their customers as 
individuals. When targeting shoppers individually, 
they don’t have to work very hard to find the products 
and services they are interested in because you have 
designed the brand experience to bring the products 
to them. 

Why is this such an important concept? Because it’s 
what people want. They want authentic experiences 
they can actually relate to—something that means 
something to them.

SPOTIFY’S DISCOVER WEEKLY

This morning, like every morning, I logged into my Spotify account (along with 75 million 
other Spotify users), and received a custom new playlist. A compilation of 30 songs specific 
to my taste in music were ready and waiting for me. It feels like a gift from a music-loving 
friend, who might have once made me a mixed tape with my name scribbled on the front.

I know these playlists, from Spotify’s Discover Weekly feature, were built by an algorithm, 
but they sure have a way of making me feel special. 

19%

70%

71%

41%

increase in sales 
seen by businesses 
that personalize web 

experiences.
- MarketingProfs

of companies fail 
to personalize their 

websites.
- Dynamic Yield

higher click through 
rate received on 

marketing emails that 
are personalized.

- Experian

of companies do not 
personalize marketing 

emails. 
- Experian
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4. WIN WITH MOBILE

Loyalty Programs Leveraging Mobile

Where the eyeballs go, the money goes – and eyeballs 
are glued to the screens of mobile devices. If capturing 
screen time is the goal, then implementing a smart 
retention strategy from the beginning is imperative. The 
experience provided the first time a user opens your app 
will define your success. Show your customer how your 
app will easily add value to their daily life. 

Once your audience understands the value your app 
provides them, developing loyalty and increasing 
engagement becomes a lot easier for you. The key is 
being able to provide helpful or important information to 
customers in real time. Are they near your store? Offer 
them a 20% off coupon. Is it raining outside? Offer a 
discount on the rain boots and umbrellas you sell in your 
store. The possibilities are endless. 

Identifying moments when you can help your customers 
and providing them with incredibly relevant messaging 
are powerful tools for building loyalty. 

In 2018, more people will want to shop from their mobile 
devices than ever before. These shoppers will demand 
a highly personalized, lightning-fast mobile experience. 

Harnessing the power of mobile devices is no longer an 
option for brands - it’s a necessity.

inteqinsights.com
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2020
The year mobile advertising 

spend is predicted to overtake 
total television ad spend. 

eMarketer

84%
of cousumers say they consult 
their phones on purchases that 
they are about to make in-store

Forrester



5. EMBRACE OMNI-CHANNEL                       
    EXPERIENCES

Look around. How many internet connected devices 
do you have within arm’s reach? I’d be willing to bet it’s 
more than just one.  In a world where people are hyper 
connected, your brand must offer a seamless experience 
from channel to channel, from device to device, and from 
online to offline.

There is no question that today’s consumers are already 
using multiple channels before making a purchase. In fact, 
a study conducted by Forrester Research found that 84% 
of consumers access the Internet from their smartphones 
while in a store, and 65% use their mobile device to find 
coupons online. 

Retailers must adapt by enhancing their mobile sites, 
optimizing product placement and empowering store 
associates with the resources needed to create a seamless 
experience from online to in-store.

A loyalty program is central to creating a seamless 
experience.   It’s what connects disparate experiences  
and provides brands an avenue to effectively manage 
customer relationships.   Whether its VIP level service, 
personalized promotions, or unlocking surprises for 
customers, a loyalty program provides the foundation you 
need to succeed as an omni-channel brand.    

71%
of shoppers who 

use smartphones for 
research in-store say 
that it’s become an 

important part of the 
experiene. 

-Google

Customers that shop 
in multiple channels 

are 5 to 8 times more 
valuable than single 
channel shoppers.

- Inte Q

5-8x
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6. MAKE FRIENDS WITH  
    MILLENNIALS

By now brands know that traditional advertising 
is not the most effective way to engage 
millennials, or anyone anymore. Millennials in 
particular care much more about who you are 
as a brand. 

Millennials look for a brand that embodies who 
they are. Once they find their personal brand, 
they remain loyal to that brand as it helps them 
tell their story as an individual. 

One of the best examples of making consumers 
your friend is the #ShareACoke campaign by 
Coca-Cola. Coke has not changed its product 
in decades. Instead of focusing on the product, 
Coke focused on connecting with Coke drinkers 
on a first name basis. The fun of finding your 
name made consumers feel that one-on-one 
connection to Coke.

“Millennials have a 
different relationship 
with their products and 
the brands that create 
them. If you can create 
a friendship with these 
consumers, you really 
take it to the next level. 
They will go to great 
lengths to support you.”

 
 

- Norty Cohen, Founder and CEO of agency Moosylvania

62%
of millennials say 
that if a brand 
engages with them
on social networks, they are more likely 
to become a loyal customer. They 
expect brands to not only be on social 
networks, but to engage them. Forbes

inteqinsights.com

Coca-Cola
5 months ago
Since @millsie0131 has to wait to #ShareaCoke with 
her boyfriend in the air force, we’re sending her a 
cooler to keep his can nice and cold. Just a couple of 
weeks left to find Share a Coke bottles for you and 
your friends!

95%
of millennials want 
brands to actively 
court them. 
- Accenture Outlook Research Report



7. GO BEYOND ‘LIKES’
          WITH YOUR SOCIAL DATA

It’s not just about likes…brands need to see the bigger 
social media picture.

Despite the pervasiveness of social media, 70% of companies are still not collecting 
data from social channels.* 

This doesn’t mean simply counting likes and follows, but actually looking at the 
data that can be gathered from a customer’s engagement with the brand. What is 
the conversational content and the overall sentiment? And, what information can that 
content tell you about the performance of recent campaigns? 

Consumers are extensively talking about brands and products on social media. This 
offers brands the opportunity to learn which elements of campaigns are engaging and 
the overall opinion consumers have of their brand (as well as competitive brands). 

Take social content data even further by leveraging its specificity and viewing the data 
in audience segments. You can then identify groups of high-potential consumers and 
target them with highly personalized campaigns. 

The more you know about your customers and what they respond to, the more loyalty 
you can create.  

*DMA
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8. ONLINE TO OFFLINE: 
    THE REAL SHOPPING JOURNEY

More consumers than ever start their research online 
but end up in a physical store making a purchase. Many 
shoppers are even doing research on their smartphone 
while standing in a physical store. However, most brands 
do not take notice of this behavior, and even fewer 
measure the impact digital marketing has on purchases 
made in-store. 

56%
of all in-store purchases 
are influenced by digital.

-Deloitte

inteqinsights.com
Unlike traditional forms of advertising, digital media offers the ability to track every interaction 
that leads to a purchase.   

• What banner ad was clicked?  
• What search term was used?  
• What video did the customer watch?   

And if you’re only looking at online results from these activities, you’re missing the majority of 
the impact. You are also likely declaring campaigns failures that might actually be succeeding.

A loyalty program provides the opportunity to fully understand how your customers shop and 
how digital impacts the physical store. A loyalty program can help link your digital and in-
store customer data which allows you to properly attribute digital marketing efforts and make 
better decisions on maximizing revenue and profitability.

inteqinsights.com



9. CONSIDER A PAID LOYALTY PROGRAM
With the abundance of loyalty programs, it’s no wonder consumers have become immune to enroll-
ment offers and incentives. And yet, paid customer loyalty programs are paving new ground in this 
mature field. In tough competitive market, retailers as diverse as Amazon, Restoration Hardware 
and GameStop are using paid loyalty programs to take customer engagement, customer loyalty 
and incremental revenue to new heights.

What is Paid Loyalty? 

To join a paid loyalty program members incur a 
reasonable fee. Often called VIP, membership, 
or premium loyalty, they go by different 
monikers, but achieve the same objectives. 

Like any loyalty program, paid loyalty efforts 
are designed to drive traffic and repeat 
purchase behavior back to your brand, but 
differ by introducing brand-building benefits to 
the consumer positioned as “members only.” 

Do Paid Memberships Actually Work?

Amazon Prime is a “prime” example of a 
brand that understands the value of member-
funded loyalty initiatives. Nearly half of all US 
household subscribe to Amazon Prime and 
Prime members spend an average of $1,500 
per year compared with $625 per year spent 
by Amazon customers who are not Prime 
members.

Paid Loyalty programs are designed to help brands engage their best customers. By providing a 
premium level of access to experiences, savings and added-value benefits that go beyond what a free 
loyalty program offers, you integrate your brand into a customer’s everyday lifestyle and strengthen 
the relationship they have with your brand.

inteqinsights.com



10. YOUR GREATEST ASSET: 1ST PARTY DATA

Do you know who your best customers are? If you are unsure, you are not alone. Many 
brands are collecting data but are gaining few insights from it. 

75%
of organizations feel they lack the skills and 
technology to use their data to gain an edge 
on competitors.*

The 1st party data collected by brands is an extremely valuable asset. What makes 1st 
party data so valuable is that it provides powerful insights into who your customers 
are and the relationship you have with them. Similar to other assets like physical stores 
or your website, you should be continually investing in your data. Keeping it clean, 
maintaining it, and making it accessible for your organization to use. 

Loyalty programs provide a great foundation to collect 1st party data, and integrating 
them across all customer touchpoints enables you to build a complete picture of your 
customer. When they buy, what their interested in, what they engage with, and how 
much they like your brand are all data elements that can then be applied to your 
marketing. 

To put your data to use – start simple. Isolate your best customers and develop strategies 
to keep and grow them. Offer new products or services they are likely to have interest 
in, and put triggers in place to win them back if they stop buying from you. From there 
move to more advanced strategies like using 1st party data to inform media buying 
(digital and traditional) or develop store specific merchandising strategies. 

The 1st party data you collect from your loyalty program should be at the center of 
everything you do.  It will lead to transformative change for your enterprise and provide 
you with an edge on your competition.

* Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC) and Iron Mountain
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Let’s discuss how you can get more value out of 
your loyalty program this year.

Contact us today.

About Inte Q

Inte Q is a leader in loyalty, customer relationship management and subscription-based programs 
that enhance customer relationships, strengthen brand affinity and drive incremental customer 
engagement. With over 35 years in the loyalty marketing business, Inte Q is a marketing leader 
focused on loyalty and CRM programs, paid-tier loyalty programs, marketing strategy, analytics, 
engagement benefits and platform services. With offices in the US and London, Inte Q serves 
clients in the retail, financial services and travel/hospitality industries. For additional information, 
please visit http://www.inteqinsights.com or give us a call at 630.874.2424.
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Visit: inteqinsights.com/contact-us

Email: marketing@inteqinsights.com
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